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Figure 1: Example of aliasing-free, single-pass rasterization of polygon quad in real-
time, from a perspective vector map, where Ω푑 = 270°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%.
Abstract
In this paper alternative method for real-time 3D model rasterization
is given. Surfaces are drawn in perspective-map space which acts as a
virtual camera lens. It can render single-pass 360° angle of view (AOV)
image of unlimited shape, view-directions count and unrestrained projec-
tion geometry (e.g. direct lens distortion, projection mapping, curvilinear
perspective), natively aliasing-free. In conjunction to perspective vector
map, visual-sphere perspective model is proposed. A model capable of
combining pictures from sources previously incompatible, like sh-eye
camera and wide-angle lens picture. More so, method is proposed for
measurement and simulation of a real optical system variable no-parallax
point (NPP). This study also explores philosophical and historical aspects
of picture perception and presents a guide for perspective design.
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1
Introduction
There is a great demand for perspective projectionmodel able to produce computer-
generated (CG) image up to 360° of view, with lens-distortions, directly from
three-dimensional space, to pixel data. Currently there is no practical direct
method for rasterization of real-time graphics in curvilinear perspective.20 Every
real-time perspective imagery incorporates Pinhole Camera model as a base,
some with additional layers of distortion on top. Also knowledge about relation-
ship between motion and perspective has not been properly formulated, leaving
void in that eld of image science. This paper aims at solving those issues. Study
presents new, universal model for perspective projection and rasterization in
CG graphics. It also explores history of perspective picture, redenes abstract
theorem of image (as recorded in common-knowledge) and establishes rules for
picture’s perspective design.
This paper begins with a brief introduction to the visual-sphere perspective
and jumps right into technical details of rasterization. If one is not familiar with
the topic or terms, Appendix on page 28 gives great introduction and presents
some basic knowledge on picture, perspective and perception, along with brief
history of the topic. If one is familiar with this work and looks for some reference,
Section 2 on page 16 presents algorithms of various perspective maps, used in
visual-sphere rasterization. Within that, subsection 2.1 on page 17 presents
Universal Perspectivemodel. It describes variable image geometry in common
projections. Variable (or oating) no-parallax point of real optical systems is
described in section 3 on page 27. Additional gures are presented at the end of
the document. At the very end of this document are code listings in GLSL for
most of presented equations.
If one is looking for some artistic view on the topic, I recommend Conclusion
on page 37 and some content from Appendix with Chapter’s 1 introduction.
I hope that this work will bring a new breath into image production, open
mind and possibilities for creative action and thinking.
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1 From Visual Pyramid to Visual Sphere
Figure 2: Projection of triangle 퐴퐵퐶 onto visual unit sphere 푆, where projection
origin푂 is at the sphere center. Edge of the projected triangle is always produced
by an arc of a great circle, here 퐴퐶 ↦ 푏 ∈ ℎ. Grid 퐺 represents visual sphere
vector map, where each pixel color is a spherical unit vector.
Visual pyramid of Alberti theorem1 is by denition restricted to acute angles,
which is limiting in terms of describable projections. This property makes
stitching or layering multiple pictures dened in such space a problematic
task. In the standard perspective model, introduced by L.B. Alberti, 3D point
position is transformed into 2D plane/screen coordinates. Noticeably in some
curvilinear projections, points are stretched into lines (see example 2 on page 17),
making single visible point appear in multiple spots on picture plane/screen.
This makes linear 3D↦2D point position mapping insucient.
In the proposed visual-sphere model, every visible point in perspective pic-
ture’s space has its own spherical position coordinate. Thus single point of a
visual sphere can occupy multiple places in the picture, which is conforming to
the principle of curvilinear perspective. Such perspective space (a sphere) allows
for stitching, layering and mapping of images in any single-point projection,
perspective geometry.
Points in spherical projection model are no longer transformed into screen
space. Rather lines are calculated and combined to form a polygon image (see
gure 2). Straight line projected through the center point 푂 will always form
an arc of a great circle ℎ. Such great circle can be mapped onto visual sphere,
incident vector map, which we later denote as a perspective map. This process
involves rotating the perspective map vector data. Goal is to align one of the axis
of the perspective map 퐺 with a great circle forming polygon edge (see gure
2). One way to rotate axis component is to calculate dot product between the
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perspective vector map 퐺 and a unit vector perpendicular to points forming
polygon edge, like ‖퐶⃗ × 퐴⃗‖ and the great circle ℎ.
1.1 Rasterizationof the퐴퐵퐶 polygon triangleusing 퐺̂ vector from
perspective map
Projected polygon geometry is always part of a great circle. The goal of the algo-
rithm is to rasterize polygon shape formed by those spherical lines. Rasterization
process involves determining orientation of the great-circle. Then rotating per-
spective map, so that the vertical axis of the map aligns with a great-circle. Next
the step-function is performed on a 퐺⃗′푖 component of the rotated vector map 퐺′.
The step function algorithm is essential for aliasing-free edge rasterization. Full푛-sided convex polygon picture is dened by intersection of 푛-number of such
operations. ⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺⃗′1퐺⃗′2퐺⃗′3
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐴⃗ × 퐵⃗‖퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐵⃗ × 퐶⃗‖퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐶⃗ × 퐴⃗‖⎤⎥⎥⎦ (1a)퐴퐵퐶 ↦ 퐺 = min {step(퐺⃗′1), step(퐺⃗′2), step(퐺⃗′3)} ◾ (1b)
Rotation of perspective map vector 퐺̂ is performed by a dot product between
each 퐺̂ and rotation-direction vector. This is a dot product between perspective
map 퐺 and normalized cross product of two edge points. Rotation vector doesn’t
have to be normalized, but that could cause some precision errors, especially
when using aliasing-free step function.
(a) 푅퐺퐵 as 푥푦푧 coordi-
nates
← -1 10
(b) Unit vector-푥 -1
1
0
(c) Unit vector-푦
-10
(d) Unit vector-푧
Figure 3: Visual sphere in vector coordinates as seen from outside facing 푍
direction. Each vector component 푥, 푦 and 푧 can be rotated independently.
Visual sphere perspective model is ultimately a cosine-based perspective model
and can produce pictures in both tangent perspective and sine perspective. As
seen in gure 3, each sphere surface point has a value associated to its position.
Those three values also represent cosine of an angle between axis vectors [1, 0, 0],
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[0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1] and the surface position vector. After rotation of 퐺̂, those three
axes are represented by rotation matrix vectors.
1.1.1 Aliasing-free step function
Step function is performed on rotated 퐺⃗′ coordinates and determines inside
and outside of a polygon for each edge. Aliasing-free result can be achieved
by making step-function’s slope not binary, but pixel-wide (see gure 4 on the
following page). Below presented are two algorithms for a step function.
pstep
(푔) = { 푔휕(푔) + 12} ∩ [0, 1] (2a)
bstep
(푔) = {True, if 푔 > 0
False, otherwise (2b)
pstep(푔) function (p standing for pixel) gives smooth aliasing-free result. The
bstep(푔) is a binary operation and gives aliased output. 휕(푥) function is the
equivalent of fwidth(푥) function. Oset of 1∕2 centers anti-aliasing gradient at
the polygon edge (as seen in subgure 4c compared to subgure 4a on the next
page).
Global delta 훿 can replace denominator 휕(푔) in pstep() function. It gives
more natural look and has smaller computation footprint. Global delta 훿 is
derived from perspective vector map 퐺̂. Its value can be preprocessed and saved
in a texture. The dierence between preprocessed delta 훿 and per-fragment 휕 is
in polygon-edge slope width.
훿 = 1max {휕(퐺̂푥), 휕(퐺̂푦), 휕(퐺̂푧)} (3a)
gpstep
(푔) = {훿푔 + 12} ∩ [0, 1] (3b)
The result of 훿 calculation is a single-channel texture, which represents recip-
rocal of the component-wise maximum fwidth(푥) of perspective map vector퐺̂.
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Δ1
g
0 pixels
(a) Gradient before the step function.
1
g
0 pixels
(b) Gradient divided by its pixel 휕.
1
g
0 pixels
(c) Pixel gradient clamped to [0, 1]
range.
Figure 4: Aliasing-free step function process, where 푔 is the gradient function,휕 is equivalent to fwidth(푔) function. Horizontal axis represents pixel position
and vertical-axis the value of 푔.
Remark. When combining polygons into polygon-strip using pixel-step function,
it is important to sum each mask, otherwise visible seam may occur. See more
on combining fragments into buer in subsection 1.4 on page 15.
1.1.2 Miter mask for pixel-step rasterization
In special case, when projected polygon’s edgesmeet at very shallow angle, corers
will extend beyond polygon’s outline (due to half-pixel oset in the pstep(푔)
function). This is corrected by a miter mask. There are many ways to calculate
such mask, one is to dene the smallest circle over projected triangle. Following
algorithm uses barycentric coordinates to determine the smallest circle center
9
and size.11
⎧⎨⎩
푎2 = |퐵̂ − 퐶̂|2 = (퐵̂ − 퐶̂) ⋅ (퐵̂ − 퐶̂)푏2 = |퐶̂ − 퐴̂|2 = (퐶̂ − 퐴̂) ⋅ (퐶̂ − 퐴̂)푐2 = |퐴̂ − 퐵̂|2 = (퐴̂ − 퐵̂) ⋅ (퐴̂ − 퐵̂) (4a)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푂⃗푠푂⃗푡푂⃗푝⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푎2(푏2 + 푐2 − 푎2)푏2(푐2 + 푎2 − 푏2)푐2(푎2 + 푏2 − 푐2)⎤⎥⎥⎦ (4b)
푆⃗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0.5(퐵̂ + 퐶̂), if 푂⃗푠 ≤ 00.5(퐶̂ + 퐴̂), if 푂⃗푡 ≤ 00.5(퐴̂ + 퐵̂), if 푂⃗푝 ≤ 0푂⃗푠퐴̂+푂⃗푡퐵̂+푂⃗푝퐶̂푂⃗푠+푂⃗푡+푂⃗푝 , otherwise
◾ (4c)
Where 푂⃗ is the barycentric coordinate of circumcenter. 푎2, 푏2, 푐2 are squared
lengths of projected triangle’s edges. 푆⃗ is the smallest-circle center vector which
length is equal to the cosine of an angle between 푆̂ and the smallest-circle rim.
Polygon triangle is degenerate if 0 = 푂⃗푠+ 푂⃗푡+ 푂⃗푝, meaning all projected 퐴̂, 퐵̂, 퐶̂
points lay in line. In such case miter mask can be omitted.
Having the smallest circle center vector 푆⃗, rasterization algorithm can be updated
as follows: ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
퐺⃗′1퐺⃗′2퐺⃗′3퐺⃗′4
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐴⃗ × 퐵⃗‖퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐵⃗ × 퐶⃗‖퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐶⃗ × 퐴⃗‖퐺̂ ⋅ 푆̂ − |푆⃗|
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5a)퐴퐵퐶 ↦ 퐺 = min {pstep(퐺⃗′1), pstep(퐺⃗′2), pstep(퐺⃗′3), pstep(퐺⃗′4)} ◾ (5b)
Figure 5: Rasterization masks as RGB values, where perspective map representsΩ푑 = 270°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%.
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1.1.3 Rasterization using matrix multiplication
Since rasterization involves multiple dot products (equation 5a), part of the
process can be mitigated to matrix multiplication, where each matrix row repre-
sents rotation vector. Such matrix is calculated once per polygon, per frame and
executed per fragment pixel. Full vertex rasterization process is presented on
gure 19 on page 40.
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
퐺⃗′1퐺⃗′2퐺⃗′3퐺⃗′4
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺̂푥퐺̂푦퐺̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
‖퐴⃗ × 퐵⃗‖‖퐵⃗ × 퐶⃗‖‖퐶⃗ × 퐴⃗‖푆̂푥 푆̂푦 푆̂푧
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ −
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
000|푆⃗|
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6a)퐴퐵퐶 ↦ 퐺 = min {pstep(퐺⃗′1), pstep(퐺⃗′2), pstep(퐺⃗′3), pstep(퐺⃗′4)} ◾ (6b)
This procedure can be expanded to any convex 푛-sided planar polygon using
procedural equation as follows:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
퐺⃗′1퐺⃗′2⋮⃗퐺′푛
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺̂푥퐺̂푦퐺̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
‖푇1⃗ × 푇2⃗‖‖푇2⃗ × 푇3⃗‖⋮‖푇푛⃗ × 푇(⃗푖+1)mod 푛‖
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7a)
mask(퐺⃗′) = min {step(퐺⃗′1), step(퐺⃗′2),… , step(퐺⃗′푛)} ◾ (7b)
Where 푇 describes 푛-sided polygon points 푛 × 3matrix, where each row repre-
sents vertex position (counting clock-wise). Each rotation vector is derived from
cross product between 푖-vertex and 푖 + 1 (next one going clock-wise). For the
the last 푛th vertex, next one is№1.
1.1.4 Fragment data interpolation from barycentric coordinates
Rendering realistic polygon graphics involves shading and texture mapping.
Values of normal, depth and UV coordinates associated to each vertex are inter-
polated across polygon surface using barycentric coordinates of the fragment
point.
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Figure 6: Barycentric coordinates as RGB values, where perspective map repre-
sents Ω푑 = 270°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%.
푁⃗ = ⎧⎨⎩
(퐴⃗ − 퐵⃗) × (퐶⃗ − 퐵⃗)(퐵⃗ − 퐶⃗) × (퐴⃗ − 퐶⃗)(퐶⃗ − 퐴⃗) × (퐵⃗ − 퐴⃗) (8)
Normal vector 푁⃗ ∈ ℝ3 of the triangle plane 퐴퐵퐶 is derived from cross product
of two triangle edges. Length of this vector is equal to the area of a parallelogram
formed by those two edges, which is equal to double the area of triangle 퐴퐵퐶.
푟 = 퐴⃗ ⋅ 푁⃗퐺̂ ⋅ 푁⃗ = 퐵⃗ ⋅ 푁⃗퐺̂ ⋅ 푁⃗ = 퐶⃗ ⋅ 푁⃗퐺̂ ⋅ 푁⃗ (9a)≡ |퐺̂ → 퐴퐵퐶| (9b)
Distance 푟 represents multiplier of the visual sphere vector 퐺̂, to intersection
point on the 퐴퐵퐶 triangle plane. Since 퐺̂ is a unit vector, value 푟 can be ex-
ported as depth (representing distance, not z-buer). Here vector 퐴⃗, 퐵⃗, 퐶⃗ in the
numerator can be replaced by any point on the triangle plane.
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푏⃗푠푏⃗푡푏⃗푝
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
|(퐵⃗ − 푟퐺̂) × (퐶⃗ − 푟퐺̂)||(퐶⃗ − 푟퐺̂) × (퐴⃗ − 푟퐺̂)||(퐴⃗ − 푟퐺̂) × (퐵⃗ − 푟퐺̂)|⎤⎥⎥⎦ ÷ |푁⃗| (10a)
Since 퐴⃗ ⋅ 퐵⃗ = |퐴⃗||퐵⃗| cos훼 and 퐴퐵 ⊥ (퐴⃗ × 퐵⃗) this equation can be rewritten
using triple product, as follows.⎡⎢⎢⎣
푏⃗푠푏⃗푡푏⃗푝
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
(퐶⃗ − 푟퐺̂) × (퐵⃗ − 푟퐺̂) ⋅ 푁⃗(퐴⃗ − 푟퐺̂) × (퐶⃗ − 푟퐺̂) ⋅ 푁⃗(퐵⃗ − 푟퐺̂) × (퐴⃗ − 푟퐺̂) ⋅ 푁⃗⎤⎥⎥⎦ ÷ (푁⃗ ⋅ 푁⃗) (11a)
Barycentric vector 푏⃗ is a proportion of surface area. From vector 푏⃗, various
vertex properties can be interpolated (e.g. depth, normal vector and texture
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coordinates), given each vertex 퐴, 퐵 and 퐶 has associated value.
푓푟 = 푟 (12a)푓푁̂ = ‖푏⃗푠퐴푁̂ + 푏⃗푡퐵푁̂ + 푏⃗푝퐶푁̂‖ (12b)푓푓⃗ = 푏⃗푠퐴푓⃗ + 푏⃗푡퐵푓⃗ + 푏⃗푝퐶푓⃗ (12c)
Interpolation of fragment data 푓 is done through a dot product between barycen-
tric coordinate vector 푏⃗ and values associated to each vertex. Here 푓푟 is the depth
pass (representing distance, not 푧 position), 푓푁̂ is the interpolated normal vector
and 푓푓⃗ are the texture coordinates. All interpolations are perspective-correct.
Figure 20 on page 41 shows this process in a step-by-step owchart.
1.1.5 Perspective pixel-shader pass
Prior to geometry rasterization, pixel perspective shader pass may be performed.
Its output is a perspective vector map texture. This pipeline addition enables
special eects like dynamic perspective and projection mapping, at mirror
reection, screen-space refraction (e.g. concave refractive surfaceswhich expand
AOV), etc.
Example 1. Projection mapping with dynamic view-position can be achieved
by transforming vector data of world-position-pass texture 푆. Knowing viewer
position 푂⃗, oset can be applied to 푆⃗. When normalized, 푆̂′ produces perspective
map vector 퐺̂ = ‖푆⃗ − 푂⃗‖. Complexity of projection surface and number of
views (used projectors) is outside of concern, as view-position transformation is
performed on a baked texture. Exact formula for projection mapping is available
in sub-subsection 2.2 on page 20.
1.2 Wire-frame line segment rasterization
It is possible to produce screen-relative-thick line drawing based on a perspective
map. Following algorithm will produce wire-frame image of projected 퐴퐵 line
segment. 퐺⃗′푧 = 퐺̂ ⋅ ‖퐴⃗ × 퐵⃗‖ (13)
Perspective vector map component 퐺̂푧 is rotated by퐴퐵푂 tangent vector ‖퐴⃗× 퐵⃗‖,
where 푂⃗ is the observation point.
blstep(퐺⃗′푧) = {1, if 휕(퐺⃗′푧) − |2퐺⃗′푧| > 00, otherwise (14a)
plstep(퐺⃗′푧) = 1 − min⎧⎨⎩ |퐺⃗
′푧|휕(퐺⃗′푧) , 1⎫⎬⎭ (14b)
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Line step function in two versions, binary (aliased) and pixel-smooth (aliasing-
free). 휕(푥) is equivalent to fwidth(푥) function.⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
퐿⃗ = 퐴̂+퐵̂2⎧⎨⎩ℎ = lstep(퐺⃗
′푧)푙 = min {step(퐺̂ ⋅ 퐿̂ − |퐿⃗|), ℎ} ◾ (15)
Radial mask combined with great circle ℎ forms 퐴퐵 line segment image 푙.퐿̂ is the line-middle vector, lstep(퐺⃗′푧) function rasterizes great-circle ℎ. Radial
mask is formed by the step(푥) function of dot product between perspective map
vector 퐺̂ and line-middle vector 퐿̂, minus |퐿⃗| = cos 휃∕2.
1.3 Simple procedural particle rasterization
Figure 7: Simple particle model, where 푟 is the particle radius and 푃⃗ is the
particle position from observation point 푂⃗.
Following algorithm will produce mask image of spherical particle of given
position and radius.
particle(퐺̂, 푃⃗, 푟) = step (퐺̂ ⋅ 푃̂ −√1 − 푟2 ÷ (푃⃗ ⋅ 푃⃗)) (16)
Where 푃⃗ ∈ ℝ3 is the particle position, 푟 is particle radius and 퐺̂ is the perspec-
tive map vector. To obtain texture coordinates within the particle, following
algorithm can be used.
{푋̂ = ‖푃⃗푧, 0,−푃⃗푥‖푌̂ = ‖푋̂ × 푃⃗‖ ≡ 푋̂ × 푃̂ (17a)
[푓⃗푃푠⃗푓푃푡 ] = ⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺̂푥퐺̂푦퐺̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ [푋̂푥 푋̂푦 푋̂푧푌̂푥 푌̂푦 푌̂푧] |푃⃗|2푟 + 12 ◾ (17b)
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Where 푓⃗푃 is the texture coordinate of the particle, 푋̂ and 푌̂ are rotation matrix
vectors. Full particle rasterization process, with texture coordinates and round
mask can be described as following algorithm.
⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺⃗′1퐺⃗′2퐺⃗′3
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
퐺̂푥퐺̂푦퐺̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
‖ [푃⃗푧 0 −푃⃗푥] ‖‖ [푃⃗푧 0 −푃⃗푥] ‖ × 푃̂푃̂푥 푃̂푦 푃̂푧 ⎤⎥⎥⎦ (18a)푚푃 = step (퐺⃗′3 −√1 − 푟2 ÷ (푃⃗ ⋅ 푃⃗)) ◾ (18b)
[푓⃗푃푠⃗푓푃푡 ] = [퐺⃗′1퐺⃗′2] |푃⃗|2푟 + 12 ◾ (18c)
Where 푓⃗푃 ∈ [0, 1]2 are the texture coordinates,푚푃 ∈ [0, 1] is the particle mask,푃⃗ is the particle position with 푟 as radius. 퐺̂ is the perspective-map vector.
1.4 Hidden surface occlusion
One of the key features of 3D polygon rasterization is hidden surface occlusion
(HSO). There are many approaches that solve HSO problem. One of them is
depth-pass test, where each fragment’s pixel depth 푟 is tested against already
rasterized geometry’s depth 푟⊥. This simple technique works well with the
binary step function (see sub-subsection 1.1.1 on page 8). Depth pass technique
produces aliased result. As another disadvantage, pixels are painted multiple
times during a single pass. But it’s easy to understand and implement.
To utilize advantage of aliasing-free rasterization in perspective map rasteri-
zation, geometry data should be rasterized in a very organized order. Optimal
approach is to render scene front-to-back and discard already painted pixels
during polygon mask rasterization. Such ordered rasterization can be achieved
with binary space partitioning13,22 (BSP) and concurrent binary trees10 (CBT).
This solution produces aliasing-free result, without depth-buer check. It paints
pixels only once most of the time.
{푚푓푐 = min{푚푓, 1 −푚푏}푚 = 푚푏 +푚푓푐 (19)
Above equation combines fragment data with the buer mask in front-to-back
rasterization order. Where푚푓 is the currently processed fragment black-and-
white mask,푚푏 is the buer mask of already rasterized geometry. Mask푚푓푐 is
the fragment mask clipped (occluded) by the buer mask푚푏. Simple addition
combines current fragment mask푚푓푐 with the buer푚푏. Same addition can be
performed on any fragment data, having the푚푓푐 as amask. LikeUV coordinates
for common-material surfaces (equation 20b), normal pass (equation 20c), depth
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pass (equation 20a), etc. Initial value of each buer is therefore equal zero.푟 = 푚푓푐푟푓 + 푟푏, 푟푏(1) = 0 (20a)푓⃗ = 푚푓푐푓⃗푓 + 푓⃗푏, 푓⃗푏(1) = [0 0]⊤ (20b)푁̂ = ‖푚푓푐푁̂푓 + 푁̂푏‖, 푁⃗푏(1) = [0 0 0]⊤ (20c)
Where 푟 is the depth pass, 푓⃗ ∈ [0, 1]2 represents texture coordinates and푁̂ ∈ [0, 1]3 is the normal vector. Current fragment mask (occlusion clipped)
is denoted as 푚푓푐. 푓 in superscript indicates current fragment data and 푏 in
superscript, buer data of already rasterized geometry. Initial values of the
buer are denoted by “(1)” sux.
2 Perspective transformations of 2D/3D data
In this section presented algorithms produce perspective picture from 3D and 2D
data. Most of themdescribe 2D→3D transformation, which produces perspective
vector map from texture coordinates, suitable for rasterization.
Remark. For a proper transformation, 2D coordinates must be normalized for a
given AOV type (e.g. vertical, diagonal or horizontal).
Example. For a pixel 푖 in picture of aspect-ratio 16:9 and horizontal-AOV, coordi-
nates (푖푥, 푖푦)must be centered and horizontally normalized, so that 푖푥 ∈ [−1, 1]
and 푖푦 ∈ [− 916 , 916].
[푓⃗푥⃗푓푦] = (2 [푓⃗푠⃗푓푡] − 1)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
[1 1푎 ]⊤ , if Ω horizontal[푎 1]⊤ , if Ω vertical[푎 1]⊤ ÷√1 + 푎2, if Ω diagonal[푎 1]⊤ ÷ 43 , if Ω horizontal 4×3
(21)
View coordinates 푥, 푦 ∈ [−1, 1] from texture coordinates 푠, 푡 ∈ [0, 1], where 푎 is
the picture aspect ratio and Ω is the AOV.
[푓⃗푠⃗푓푡] = 12 + 12 [푓⃗푥⃗푓푦]
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
[1 푎]⊤ , if Ω horizontal[ 1푎 1]⊤ , if Ω vertical[ 1푎 1]⊤√1 + 푎2, if Ω diagonal[ 1푎 1]⊤ 43 , if Ω horizontal 4×3
(22)
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Texture coordinates 푠, 푡 ∈ [0, 1] from view coordinates 푥, 푦 ∈ [−1, 1], where 푎 is
the picture aspect ratio and Ω is the AOV.
2.1 Universal perspective model
Universal perspective model allows for a smooth adjustment of image geometry
in accordance to the visible content. Presented two transforms produce perspec-
tive picture (see denition on page 31). First 2D→3D transformation produces
perspective vector in various common projections, which is suitable for generat-
ing universal-perspectivemaps for rasterization. Second 3D→2D transformation
produces picture coordinates of various projections. Combination of both can
map between dierent projections.
Remark. Note that 3D→2D transformation may be non-linear, meaning that a
3D vector can be represented by multiple 2D coordinates in very special cases.
Example 2. In equidistant projection at Ω = 2휋 (whole sphere) visible point
opposite to the view direction is represented by a ring at the picture’s boundary.
2.1.1 Universal perspective parameters and limits
There is a total of four parameters dening perspective picture geometry in the
universal perspective model.
angle Ω denes angle of view (AKA FOV), which varies between→ 휋 and 2휋.
scalar 푘 denes perspective type as a value in range [−1, 1], which interpolates
between various azimuthal projections:
Gnomonic (rectilinear) 푘 = 1
Stereographic 푘 = 0.5
Equidistant 푘 = 0
Equisolid 푘 = −0.5
Orthographic 푘 = −1
scalar 푙 in range [0, 1] denes cylindricity of the projection, where 푙 = 0 repre-
sents cylindrical projection and 푙 = 1— spherical projection.
scalar 푠 in range [4∕5, 1]denes vertical anamorphic correction of a non-spherical
projection, meaning that it is only active when 푙 < 1.
Base projection type is adjusted by the 푘 component. It manipulates image
perception. Cylindrical projection, is adjusted by the 푙 component. Low 푙 values
should represent view at level (see subgure 16a on page 35). For roll motion,
recommended value for 푙 is 100% (see subgure 16b). Anamorphic correction
of non-spherical image, driven by the 푠 component, depends on subject in view.
Purpose of the 푠 scalar is to adjust proportions of the gure-in-focus.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ωmax = 1max {1∕2, |푘|} × {→ 휋, if 푘 > 0휋, otherwiseΩ ∈ (0,Ωmax]푘 ∈ [−1, 1]푙 ∈ [0, 1]푠 ∈ [4∕5, 1]
(23)
Limits for perspective parameters in universal perspective model. Value ofΩmax
depends on the projection type (represented by scalar 푘) and varies between
angle approaching 180° and 360° angle.
2.1.2 Transformation of 2D→3D coordinates
This transformation produces visual sphere vector map from texture coordinates,
that can be later used as an input for perspective map rasterizer.
푅 = ||||||||||[ 푓⃗푥푓⃗푦 ⋅√푙]|||||||||| (24a)≡ √푓⃗2푥 + 푙푓⃗2푦 (24b)
휃 = ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
arctan ( tan (푘Ω2 )푅) ÷ 푘, if 푘 > 0Ω2 푅, if 푘 = 0arcsin ( sin (푘Ω2 )푅) ÷ 푘, if 푘 < 0 (24c)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푓⃗푥⃗푓푦1 ⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
sin(휃)∕푅sin(휃)∕푅cos 휃 ⎤⎥⎥⎦ ÷
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1푙(1 − 푠) + 푠1 ⎤⎥⎥⎦
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ ◾ (24d)
Picture coordinates are denoted by vector 푓⃗ ∈ [0, 1]2, 푎 is picture aspect ratio.
Transformed 3D coordinates are represented by normalized vector 푣̂ ∈ [−1, 1]3.
Scalar 푘 represents various projection types. Scalar 푙 ∈ [0, 1] is the spherical
projection factor, where 푙 = 0 represents cylindrical projection and 푙 = 1 is
spherical projection. Scalar 푠 ∈ [4∕5, 1] describes anamorphic correction of
non-spherical image. For 푠 = 1 or 푙 = 1 there is no anamorphic correction.
2.1.3 Transformation of 3D→2D coordinates
This transformation is mainly used in a pixel shader, where basic rectilinear
projection can be mapped to spherical one. It is not suitable for mapping 3D
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points onto 2D picture plane as in some specic cases single 3D point can map
to multiple 2D positions (see example 2 on page 17).
푣̂ = ⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ (25a)휃 = arccos (푣̂푧 ÷√푣̂2푥 + 푙푣̂2푦 + 푣̂2푧) (25b)
푅 = ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
tan (푘휃) ÷ tan (푘Ω2 ), if 푘 > 0휃 ÷ Ω2 , if 푘 = 0sin (푘휃) ÷ sin (푘Ω2 ), if 푘 < 0 (25c)[푓⃗푥⃗푓푦] = [푣̂푥푣̂푦] 푅√푣̂2푥 + 푙푣̂2푦 [ 1푙 (1 − 푠) + 푠] ◾ (25d)
3D coordinates are represented by a normalized vector 푣̂ ∈ [−1, 1]3, where view
origin is at position [0, 0, 0]. Transformed picture coordinates are represented
by vector 푓⃗ ∈ ℝ2, where image center is at position [0, 0]. Angle 휃 is between
vector 푣̂ and the 푍 axis. 푅 is the normalized distance between projected vector푓⃗ and the image center, where 푓⃗ ↤ 푣̂. Angle Ω is equal to AOV, where Ωmax ∈[→ 휋, 2휋]. Scalar 푘 represents various projection types (see sub-subsection
2.1.1 on page 17). Scalar 푙 ∈ [0, 1] is the spherical projection factor, where푙 = 0 represents cylindrical projection and 푙 = 1 represents spherical projection.
Scalar 푠 ∈ [4∕5, 1] describes anamorphic correction of non-spherical image. For푠 = 1 or 푙 = 1 there is no anamorphic correction. This transformation is a
reverse of the universal 2D→3D transform on the previous page.
2.1.4 Transformation of 2D→2D coordinates
Combination of 3D and 2D transformation can be used to map between two dif-
ferent projections, for example stereographic ↔ equidistant, using two separate
perspective component sets, {Ω푖, 푘푖, 푙푖, 푠푖} and {Ω표, 푘표, 푙표, 푠표} for input and output
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picture.
푅푖 = |||||||||[ 푓⃗푥푓⃗푦 ⋅√푙푖]||||||||| (26a)≡ √푓⃗2푥 + 푙푖푓⃗2푦 (26b)
휃 = ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
arctan ( tan (푘푖 Ω푖2 )푅푖) ÷ 푘푖, if 푘푖 > 0Ω푖2 푅푖, if 푘푖 = 0arcsin ( sin (푘푖 Ω푖2 )푅푖) ÷ 푘푖, if 푘푖 < 0 (26c)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푓⃗푥⃗푓푦1 ⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
sin(휃)∕푅푖sin(휃)∕푅푖cos 휃 ⎤⎥⎥⎦ ÷
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1푙푖(1 − 푠푖) + 푠푖1 ⎤⎥⎥⎦
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ (26d)
푅표 = ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
tan (푘표휃) ÷ tan (푘표 Ω표2 ), if 푘표 > 0휃 ÷ Ω표2 , if 푘표 = 0sin (푘표휃) ÷ sin (푘표 Ω표2 ), if 푘표 < 0 (26e)[푓⃗′푥⃗푓′푦] = [푣̂푥푣̂푦] 푅표√푣̂2푥 + 푙표푣̂2푦 [ 1푙표 (1 − 푠표) + 푠표] ◾ (26f)
Input picture coordinates are represented by 푓⃗ ∈ ℝ2, while output picture
coordinates are denoted as 푓⃗′ ∈ ℝ2.
2.2 Perspective map algorithms for various projections
Algorithms presented below produce visual sphere vector map in various pro-
jections, which can be later used as an input for perspective map rasterizer.
Produced vector 푣̂ ∈ [−1, 1]3 can be mapped to picture color range [0, 1]3 by
simple transformation: 퐺⃗′ = 푣̂ + 12 (27)
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2.2.1 Rectilinear perspective map
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
2푓⃗푠 − 1(2푓⃗푡 − 1) ÷ 푎cot Ωℎ2
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ , if Ω horizontal‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
푎(2푓⃗푠 − 1) ÷√푎2 + 1(2푓⃗푡 − 1) ÷√푎2 + 1cot Ω푑2
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ , if Ω diagonal‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
푎(2푓⃗푠 − 1)2푓⃗푡 − 1cot Ω푣2
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ , if Ω vertical
(28)
Linear perspectivemap formula, where 푣̂ is the visual sphere vector, 푓⃗ represents
screen coordinates, 푎 is the screen aspect ratio and Ω is the AOV.
2.2.2 Curved panoramamap
Figure 8: Curved panorama model, where aspect ratio 푎 = Ωℎℎ , radius is equal 1
and 푂⃗ denotes arc’s origin.
푎 = Ωℎ퐻 ◾ (29a)[푓⃗′푥⃗푓′푦] = [Ωℎ퐻 ] ([푓⃗푠⃗푓푡] − 12) (29b)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
sin 푓⃗′푥푓⃗′푦cos 푓⃗′푥
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ ◾ (29c)
Curved panorama perspective-map formula, where 푎 is the panorama aspect
ratio, 퐻 in the display height-to-radius proportion with Ωℎ as the horizontal
AOV. Vector 푓⃗ represents screen coordinates and 푣̂ is the visual sphere vector.
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2.2.3 Full domemap
[푓⃗′푥⃗푓′푦] = [2푓⃗푠 − 11 − 2푓⃗푡] (30a)휃 = |푓⃗′| (Ω+ 휋2 ) (30b)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
푓⃗′푥 sin 휃 ÷ |푓⃗′|cos 휃푓⃗′푦 sin 휃 ÷ |푓⃗′| + 표
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 00 cos휑 −sin휑0 sin휑 cos휑 ⎤⎥⎥⎦ ◾ (30c)푚 = { 1 − |푓⃗′|휕(1 − |푓⃗′|)} ∩ [0, 1] ◾ (30d)
Full dome perspective-map formula, where 푓⃗ is the screen coordinates vector,Ω is the compression angle, 휑 is the tilt angle, 푣̂ represents visual sphere vector,표 is the view position oset (in radius) and푚 is the radial mask with 휕(푥) being
the equivalent of fwidth(푥) function.
2.2.4 Equirectangular projection map
[푓⃗′푥⃗푓′푦] = 휋 [2푓⃗푠 − 1푓⃗푡 ] (31a)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
sin 푓⃗′푥−1cos 푓⃗′푥⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣
sin 푓⃗′푦cos 푓⃗′푦sin 푓⃗′푦
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ◾ (31b)
Equirectangular projection perspective-map formula, where 푓⃗ represents screen
coordinates and 푣̂ is the visual sphere vector.
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2.2.5 Mirror dome projection map
⤻
Figure 9: Mirror dome projection model, with mirror center as world origin.5
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
퐼⃗ = 푁̂ − 푃⃗푅̂ = ‖퐼⃗ − 2(퐼⃗ ⋅ 푁̂)푁̂‖⎧⎨⎩푟 = 푅̂ ⋅ (푂⃗ − 푁̂)푟′ = 푟 +√푑2 − |푟푅̂ + 푁̂ − 푂⃗|2
(32a)
푣̂ = 푟′푅̂ + 푁̂ − 푂⃗푑 ◾ (32b)푚 = ( 푟′ + |퐼⃗|(푟′ + |퐼⃗|)max )2 ◾ (32c)
Mirror dome projection perspective-map formula, where 퐼⃗ represents incident
vector, 푁̂ ∈ [−1, 1]3 is the spherical-mirror world-normal and surface position,푃⃗ is the projector position, 푅⃗ is reection vector, 푟′ is the reection distance to
dome intersection, as:푅̂ ⋅ (푂⃗ − 푁̂) = 푅̂ ⋅ 푂⃗′ =|푅̂||푂⃗′| cos훼 =|푂⃗′| 푟

|푂⃗′| = 푟 (33)푣̂ ∈ [−1, 1]3 is the visual sphere vector as mirror surface color and 푂⃗ is the dome
origin position with 푑 being dome radius. Mirror radius is equal 1with its origin
at position [0, 0, 0]. Light dimming mask is represented by 푚 and it’s based
on inverse-square law approximation. In order to produce perspective map
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image, rst mirror 3D model world-normal pass must be produced, as viewed
from projector’s perspective. It is possible to render the view with additional
perspective map of the projector.
Remark. Mirror domeprojection systemwas originally developed by P. Bourke.5
2.2.6 Projection mapping perspective map
Figure 10: Projection mapping model, with푊 as the world origin coordinates,푂⃗ as observation point, 퐼⃗ as projector position and 푆 as a projection surface.
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
푆⃗푥 − 푂⃗푥푆⃗푦 − 푂⃗푦푆⃗푧 − 푂⃗푧
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푊′11 푊′12 푊′13푊′21 푊′22 푊′23푊′31 푊′32 푊′33
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ◾ (34a)푚 = ( |푆⃗ − 퐼⃗||푆⃗ − 퐼⃗|max )2 ◾ (34b)
Projection mapping perspective-map formula, where 푣̂ represents the visual
sphere unit-vector, 푆⃗ represents the environment surface position, as seen
through projector’s point of view. 푂⃗ is the observation point. 푊′ is the op-
tional rotation matrix for the world position 푆⃗. Light dimming mask is denoted
by푚, which value is based on the inverse-square law. 퐼⃗ represents the projector
world position.
In order to produce perspective map image, rst 3D model of the projection
environment must be produced. Then world position map 푆 must be rendered
from projector point-of-view. Position map 푆 changes only if projector position 퐼⃗
changes, so the map can be reused at each frame even if the observation position
is dynamic. Formore about projectionmapping, see example 1 in sub-subsection
1.1.5 on page 13.
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2.2.7 Cube-mapping perspective map
Figure 11: Cube map model with face orientation.
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
⎧⎨⎩
푋̂ = [1, 0, 0]⊤푌̂ = [0, 1, 0]⊤푍̂ = [0, 0, 1]⊤푖 = ⌊6푓⃗푠⌋ (35a)
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
(6푓⃗푠)mod 1 − 1∕2푓⃗푡 − 1∕21∕2
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ ⋅
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[푍̂,−푋̂,−푌̂]⊤, if 푖 = 0[−푍̂, 푋̂,−푌̂]⊤, if 푖 = 1[푋̂,−푌̂,−푍̂]⊤, if 푖 = 2[푋̂, 푍̂,−푌̂]⊤, if 푖 = 4[−푋̂,−푍̂,−푌̂]⊤, if 푖 = 5
◾ (35b)
Cube-mapping perspective-map formula, where 푣̂ represents visual sphere vec-
tor and 푓⃗ are the screen coordinates. [푍̂,−푋̂,−푌̂] represents rotation matrix of
each cube side. Operation 푥 mod 1 is equivalent to fract(푥) function.
2.2.8 Multiple-screen array map
Figure 12: Screen array model with Ωℎ = 2∕6휋, and 푂 as observation point.
푖 = ⌊푛푓⃗푠⌋ + 1 − 푛2 (36a)⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
2((푛푓⃗푠)mod 1) − 1(2푓⃗푡 − 1)푛 ÷ 푎cot Ωℎ2
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
⎡⎢⎢⎣
cos(푖Ωℎ) 0 sin(푖Ωℎ)0 1 0− sin(푖Ωℎ) 0 cos(푖Ωℎ)⎤⎥⎥⎦ ◾ (36b)
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푛-screen array perspective-map formula, where 푛 is the number of screens, 푣̂
represents visual sphere vector, 푓⃗ is the screen coordinates vector, with Ω and 푎
being a single-screen AOV and aspect ratio, respectively.
2.2.9 Virtual Reality perspective map
Figure 13: Virtual Reality model with 푑 as the IPD distance, relative to total
screen width.
푖 = sign(푓⃗푠 − 1∕2) (37a)[푓⃗′푥⃗푓′푦] = ([2((2푓⃗푠)mod 1) − 12푓⃗푡 − 1 ] + [푖(1 − 2푑)0 ]) [0.5푎1 ] (37b)
[푓⃗′′푥⃗푓′′푦 ] = [푓⃗′푥⃗푓′푦]
radial lens distortion⏞⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏞⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏞1 + 푘1|푓⃗′|2 + 푘2|푓⃗′|4 + … + 푘푛|푓⃗′|2푛1 + 푘1 + 푘2 + … + 푘푛⏟⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏟⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏟
bounds normalization
(37c)
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푣̂푥푣̂푦푣̂푧⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
푓⃗′′푥⃗푓′′푦cot Ω푣2
‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖ ◾ (37d)
Virtual reality perspective map formula, where 푓⃗ represents screen coordinates,푑 is the interpupillary distance (IPD) in screen-width scale, 푎 is the screen aspect
ratio, 푘1, 푘2,… , 푘푛 represent lens-distortion coecients. 푣̂ is the visual sphere
vector and Ω푣 is the vertical AOV.
Remark. VR perspective map can also be combined side-by-side with a regular
perspectivemap. In extended desktop environment, extra perspectivemap could
provide a monitor preview of the VR content, without an additional render call.
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2.3 Lens distortion of perspective picture
Creating perspective picture of a real optical system may require additional
deformation of the vector data. Most commonly used algorithm is the Brown-
Conrady lens distortion model.31⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푟2 = 푓⃗ ⋅ 푓⃗푓⃗′ = [푓⃗푥⃗푓푦] + (푘1푟2 + 푘2푟4 +⋯ + 푘푛푟2푛) [푓⃗푥⃗푓푦] ◾+ ([푝1푝2] ⋅ [푓⃗푥⃗푓푦]) [푓⃗푥⃗푓푦] + [푞1푟2푞2푟2]
(38)
Where 푟 is the dot product of two 푓⃗ vectors. 푘1, 푘2 and 푘푛 are the radial distortion
coecients. 푞1 and 푞2 are the prism aberration coecients. Misalignment
coecients are denoted by 푝1 and 푝2.
Remark. Lens distortion vector is added to the view coordinates 푓⃗ vector.
3 No-parallax point mapping
Real optical systems exhibit phenomenon known as the oating no-parallax
point,18 where each incident vector originates from dierent position within the
lens. Meaning that real optical systems are not complicit with pinhole projection
model. In pinhole model all incident vectors share same origin/crossing point.
Therefore to simulate optical projection, view position has to change accordingly
to incident vector origin of the calibrated lens, or in contrary, visible point should
move the opposite way. In spherical lens, NPP oset is in 푧-direction and can
be described as a product of a function parallax(휃). As it changes accordingly
to an angle between incident vector and the optical axis. Oset value can be
approximated by optical measurement of parallax miss-alignment (see gure 21
on page 42).
To calibrate lens distortion with oating NPP, rst static NPP picture must
be obtained. If camera lens does not produce such image, it can be derived from
a sequence of images, each taken at dierent 푧 position (see subgure 21d on
page 42). In such image composite, every point of the picture shares common
incident vector origin (in world-space). From this, two lens maps can be derived,
parallax oset map from sequence’s pixel 푧 position and perspective map from
composite image of calibration rig/chart.
To render picture with oating NPP, each 3D point must be transformed
prior to rasterization. Transformation is done accordingly to perspective map
incident position and associated parallax oset value. Either bymoving the point
or the view position. Noticeably the parallax oset value can also be encoded in
a graph (for simple spherical lenses), instead of a texture map.
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Rendering with rasterization would produce approximate results as values
in-between vertices are interpolated, not transformed. Therefore best quality
oating-NPP result is to be expected from ray-tracing. In such case, oset of a
ray-origin-position should be performed. An equivalent of visual-sphere oset
(see subgure 21b on page 42). Going back to rasterization, point oset can be
achieved through projection of the parallax oset texture map onto the scene
geometry. Each geometry point can be transformed in view-space 푧 direction by
a value from projected parallax oset texture.
4 Appendix
Perspective picture visible inside the visual space gives some sense of immersion
(e.g. picture, lm, computer game) even without visual illusion.9 That is because
it’s perceived as a visual symbol of an abstract point of view, through which
not picture plane is seen, but depicted space mind-reconstruction. The picture
immersion does not break, as long as objects appearance do not exhibit too
much deformation. Perceiving abstract point of view invokes separation from
the surrounding. To enhance immersion, environment stimuli is being reduced.
In a movie theater, to uphold the immersion lights are turned o and silence is
expected. Horror-gameplay session are usually played at night, to separate from
safe-space of home. This approach focuses virtual presence on depicted space.
Remark. On the opposite side, picture as an integral part of the surrounding can
be categorized under the Trompe-l’œil technique.30
Through the perception of the picture, physical properties of depicted space
and objects within it are estimated. Mind lls the gaps, as symbols are always
simplied versions of the real thing.
Example. Cup of coee laying on a table has only one side visible at once, but
it can be assumed that the opposite one is there too, since shape of the cup is
known. This is a blank information lled by the mind.
Physical objects have their physical properties, but their visual symbols have
some physical properties too, like angular size, perspective, shadow, etc. Those
visual properties give some information about physical. In case of perspective,
visual properties give information about depicted space and about point of
view. Since most of the time picture presents a point of view (e.g. lm, video
game, visualization), it is wise to consider subject’s properties of vision when
designing picture’s perspective. But instead of producingmechanical simulation,
perspective should symbolize total sensory experience.2
Theorem 1. To create immersive visual symbol of a visual space, it is necessary to
use curvilinear perspective instead of a linear.
Proof. Geometry of human visual space contradicts linear perspective principle,
as visual eld extends beyond linear perspective angle of view. Linear perspec-
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tive, based on a tangent of an angle, exhibits limit of 179.(9)8° of view. While
visual eld extends horizontally up to 220° for binocular vision.16 ◾
R
θ
Orthographic
Equisolid
Equidistant
Stereographic
Gnomonic
(a) Graph plotting ray of angle 휃 ∈ [0°,Ω]
—as the horizontal axis, and screen-position
radius 푅 ∈ [0, 1], as the vertical axis, whereΩ = 40° which is equivalent to 푅 = 1.
R
θ
Orthographic
Equisolid
Equidistant
Stereographic
Gnomonic
(b) Graph plotting ray of angle 휃 ∈ [0°,Ω]
—as the horizontal axis, and screen-position
radius 푅 ∈ [0, 1], as the vertical axis, whereΩ = 170° which is equivalent to 푅 = 1.
Figure 14: Chart comparison of radial compression in ve major azimuthal
projections, across two dierent AOV (Ω) values: narrow (14a) and wide (14b).
At narrow AOV both types of perspective are suitable for immersive picture.
In such case dierences between each projection are negligible. Subgure 14a
presents those dierences in comparison to ve major perspective projections.
Same dierences seem exaggerated at higher AOV values (see subgure 14b).
Corollary 1.1. Practical limit for immersive picture in linear perspective is between
60° and 110° AOV. Wider-angles exhibit deformations known as the Leonardo
Paradox,9 which are then dominant in the image perception and break picture’s
immersion. ◾
To show wider-angle picture it is necessary to use curvilinear projection. But
there is a tendency to see the world not through sight but understanding. We
understand that the wall is at, therefore we see it that way. Picture projected
into the eye is just a visual symbol and has its own physical properties (e.g.
perspective and shape). Therefore its visual representation is curvilinear, where
the curvature symbolizes wider eld of view. Reader can validate curvilinear
nature of human visual space,4,12 by following A. Radley experiment24:
“Also when you have a moment, get a 30 cm ruler (...), and whilst
looking forward bring it close to the bottom of your nose, and notice
how its shape at the outer edges curves upwards and forwards. It may
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take you a few minutes to be able to see this eect, because you are so
accustomed to not noticing it ! But once you do you will be amazed
to see your curved eld of view as it really is for the rst time.” — A.
Radley
4.1 Visual space symbolic picture
Sincewe came into conclusion that symbol of visual space is curvilinear, there is a
choice betweenmany non-linear projections. Each has properties that symbolize
subject’s perception or information span about depicted space. Not appearance
of the symbol should dominate the picture, but projected information about
point of view and depicted space properties.
Problem 1. Which curvilinear perspective is best for visual symbol of visual
space?
Proposition 1.1. Amodel based on anamorphic lens geometry; a mix between
sh-eye, panini and anamorphic projection.
sh-eye as it can represent wider AOV than linear perspective (e.g. 휋) and
conforms to the curvilinear nature of VS. Gives natural spatial awareness.
panini to symbolize binocular vision; two spherical projections combined into
one panoramic image.a Makes picture geometry more familiar to the
viewer.
anamorphic as cylindrical projection, like Panini, tends to elongate propor-
tions vertically; there is a need for correction. Correction should make
object in focus proportional as it varies depending on position and size.
Remark. Only linear anamorphic correction will conform to the perspec-
tive picture denition (see on page 36).
Remark. Equations in subsection 2.1 on page 17 about perspective transforma-
tions present variables that manipulate all mentioned geometrical factors.
4.2 Visual sphere as a whole image
Common idea of an image is limited to a nite 2-dimensional plane. Which is
subjective, due to constrains of human visual eld and up-front placement of
eyes. One can construct a rectangular frame, which at certain distance from the
eyes will cover full visual eld (VF). In case of some animals (e.g. horse, rabbit),
visual space connes much wider VF. With only few blind spots, spanning to
almost 360°AOV.3,19 Such eld cannot be enclosed by a single rectangular frame.
Thus image nature is not of a frame. Another model has to be chosen instead.
One able to cover full Ω = 360° is a sphere.
aEect is also referred to as Stereopsis.
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Remark. Cylindrical projection cannot cover full 360°AOV in all directions. It
is a hybrid between frame and spherical model. When vertically-oriented, fullΩ푣 < 180°.
All three-dimensional space around given observation point, can be projected
onto a sphere, with given observation point as origin. Even doe sphere itself is a
3D object, its surface (as well as image nature)25 is two-dimensional. Therefore
creating perspective picture is a matter of representing portion of the visual
sphere on a at surface; a fundamental topic in cartography. Concept of a sphere
as amodel of visual space goes back as far as 300 BC,whereGreekmathematician
Euclid seem rst mentioning it (others are L. Da Vinci and F. Aguilonius).29
Remark. Each projection of sphere onto a at surface is a compromise and can
preserve only some properties (e.g. shape, area, distance or direction), which in
case of perspective picture relates to some symbolic information about physical
space.
Denition 1. Let us dene perspective picture as the azimuthal projection,
where lines converging at optical axis vanishing point remain straight, that
conservation of perspectivemay occur (see denition on page 36).
4.2.1 Physical space properties preserved in azimuthal projections
Below are presented static properties of ve major azimuthal projections. Prop-
erties of motion can be found in sub-subsection 4.3.2 on page 34. It is important
to know which symbolic information about space is carried in each perspective
projection, so that design choice for perspective geometry may be conscious.
Gnomonic (rectilinear) projects all great circles as straight lines, thus preserv-
ing directions. For 3D projection, straight lines in object-space remain
straight. It does not preserve proportions, angles nor area or distances (see
subgure 15a on page 33). Extreme distortion occurs away from the center,
in a form of a radial stretch (see Leonardo Paradox)9. AOV Ω ∈ (0, 휋).
Example. Most common perspective type in painting, 3D graphics and
architectural visualization. Sometimes it is used to overemphasize build-
ing’s appearance by leveraging Leonardo Paradox.9 Wide AOV combined
with lowered optical center creates an eect of acute corners, producing
extraordinary look. This technique may confuse the public, as symbolic
picture experience won’t match building’s visual-space appearance.
Stereographic (conformal) preserves angles (at line intersection point). There
is no perceivable radial compression, thus smaller gures retain their
shape. It does not preserve distances (non-isometric), nor angular surface
area. For 3D projection, most important factor is the conservation of
proportions (see subgure 15b on page 33). AOV Ω ∈ (0, 2휋).
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Example. In a picture with stereographic projection, actor’s face keeps its
shape and proportions, even at wide AOV. This projection gives also best
spatial-awareness sensation (where visual cues are available). Good use
case is for navigation through tight spaces and obstacles.
Equidistant preserves angular distance from the center point (see subgure
15c on the next page). For 3D projection, angular speed of motion is
preserved. Radial compression remains low-to-moderate at extreme Ω
angles. AOV Ω ∈ (0, 2휋].
Example. This projection is recommenced for target aiming or radar map
navigation, where all targets are projected onto a Gaussian Sphere.
Equisolid preserves angular area. Gives good sensation of distance (see subg-
ure 15d on the following page). Radial compression is moderate up to 휋.
Near maximum Ω, compression is high. AOV Ω ∈ (0, 2휋].
Example. When there are no spatial cues, this is best projection for putting
emphasis on distance to the viewer.15 Good use case is ight simulation,
where only sky and other aircraft are in-view.
Orthographic preserves brightness. It’s a parallel projection of a visual hemi-
sphere. Has extreme radial compression, especially near 휋 (see subgure
15e on the next page). AOV Ω ∈ (0, 휋].
Example. Most commonly found in very cheap lenses, like the peephole
door viewer. Thanks to brightness proportionality to occupied image area,
it has been commonly used in sky photography and scientic research.21,27
4.3 Image geometry and sensation of motion
Picture’s perspective aects the way motion picture is perceived. It can enhance
certain features, like proportions and shapes, movement or spatial-awareness.
It can also guide viewer’s attention to a specic region of image (e.g. center or
periphery). Knowledge about these properties is essential for conscious image
design.
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I.II.
III.
(a) Rectilinear (Gnomonic) projection.
II.I. III.
(b) Stereographic projection.
II.I. III.
(c) Equidistant projection.
II.I. III.
(d) Equisolid projection.
II.I. III.
(e) Orthographic-azimuthal projection.
θ2
II.
I. III.
θ1
O
r
(f) Model of examples; an equal-size discs (퐼, 퐼퐼, 퐼퐼퐼) at
equal distance 푟, from and facing observation point 푂,
where Ωℎ = 170°, 휃1 = 30° and 휃2 = 60°.
Figure 15: Example of motion in perspective picture in various azimuthal pro-
jections, where subgure 15f presents viewed elements layout.
4.3.1 Attention focusing
In lm design, there are several techniques that focus viewer’s attention on a
specic portion of the picture, likemotion, color, light and composition. Atten-
tion focusing through composition and motion is related to picture’s perspective,
as its geometry can compress and stretch the image. In composition, rule of
thirds states that viewer’s attention focuses on four corners of a rectangle pro-
duced by division of an image into three, equally-sized rows and columns. In
motion, attention generally drives toward objects approaching the camera or
those growing in scale. Attention also focuses on objects entering image frame.
Same rules apply loosely in reverse, as attention suspense. Filmmakers tend to
frame the image so that region of interest lays in accordance to the rule of thirds.
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In case of computer games, region of interest is usually located at the very center,
thus viewer must overcome the principle of thirds and some properties of linear
perspective in order to switch attention to that region. In order to focus on the
center, games usually incorporate some non-diegetic elements, like crosshair.
Such approach may lower immersiveness of symbolic picture.6
4.3.2 Attention focusing motion in perspective
Radial stretching and compression are the main attention focusing factors of
perspective projection. They give subconscious sensation of movement towards
camera, and can amplify gure’s screen-relative speed of motion.
Gnomonic (rectilinear), due to extreme radial stretch, attention drives towards
periphery. When approaching image bounds gures grow in scale and
speed (see subgure 15a on the preceding page). This combined with
motion-sensitive peripheral vision adds to the eect. At wider AOV am-
plied motion breaks immersion of symbolic picture.
Stereographic also draws attention towards periphery. Figures grow in scale
near bounds, but immersion does not break, as proportions are preserved,
even at wide AOV (see subgure 15b on the previous page).
Equidistant drives attention towards the center, as gures in periphery are
radially compressed (see subgure 15c on the preceding page). This projec-
tion preserves screen-relative, radial speed of motion, making it uniform
and representative across the picture.
Equisolid also drives attention towards the center, as radial compression is
even greater (see subgure 15d on the previous page). Figure’s speed of
motion in screen-space slightly declines towards periphery.
Orthographic has extreme radial compression that breaks immersion of sym-
bolic picture (see subgure 15e on the preceding page). When in motion,
image seem to be imposed on an articial sphere.
Gnomonic and Orthographic projections are the two extremes of azimuthal
spectrum. They are both least suited for an immersive picture. Cylindrical
perspective type, while symbolizing binocular vision, also gives visual cues for
the vertical axis orientation. Such cue is undesirable in case of camera roll
motion, or when view is pointing up/down, as image vertical axis will not align
with depicted space orientation. In such case perspective geometry should
transition from panini to spherical projection (see gure 16 on the next page).
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(a) Example of image geometry for
pitch/yaw motion (arrows), whereΩℎ = 120°, 푘 = 0, 푙 = 10% and 푠 = 95%.
↔
(b) Example of image geometry for roll mo-
tion (arrows), where Ωℎ = 120°, 푘 = 0,푙 = 100% and 푠 = 95%.
Figure 16: Examples of image geometry for a given view-motion type.
4.4 History of the topic and previous work
Current image abstract theorem was established in 15th century book De Pic-
tura, by L. B. Alberti. Based on invention of F. Brunelleschi, Alberti
dened geometrical and theoretical rules for designing perspective projections.2
Those rules are currently used in polygon-based CG graphics. Major theoretical
statement that laid foundation for image projection technology and present un-
derstanding of image nature can be traced back to Alberti abstract denition
of image. He would describe a painting to be like a window in a wall1:
“First of all, on the surface on which I am going to paint, I draw a
rectangle of whatever size I want, which I regard as an open window
through which the subject to be painted is seen.” — L. B. Alberti
But in times of its discovery, as for now, linear perspective introduced itself
with several issues. When there’s a need for a wide-angle view, one close to the
human visual eld, geometrical distortions appear to dominate visual aspect of
the picture. Those issues were noticed by Renaissance artists, like L. Da Vinci.
He put to the test the Alberti Theorem and produced paintings of accurate-
perspective.7 In his Treatise on Painting, Da Vinci notes that picture conforms
to the idea of a window only when viewed from one specic point in space.8
Stating that seen otherwise, objects appear distorted, especially in the periphery.
Picture then, viewed from a dierent point ceases to be like a window in a
wall and becomes a visual symbol of an abstract point of view.b Some 18th
century late Baroque and Neoclassical artists, when encountered these issues,
bEect also referred to Zeeman Paradox.9
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introduced derivative projections. Like G. P. Pannini with later re-discovered
Panini Projection,23 or R. Barker, who established the term Panorama.32 This
was a new type of perspective. A form of cylindrical projection, where abstract
window frame becomes horizontally curved, reducing deformation artifacts in
wide, panoramic depictions of architecture.
Figure 17: Still from Todd–AO High-Speed Anamorphic lens (35mm T1.4)
with visible curvilinear perspective. This type of lens was featured in lms like
Conan the Barbarian, Dune andMad Max.28
© 2017 ShareGrid, Inc.
Invention of motion picture followed by the rise of lm industry, resulted
in demand for a new image geometry. Previously still, now pictures had to be
pleasing to the eye, in motion. 1950s brought anamorphic cinematography to
the wider audience. Lenses like CinemaScope and later Panavision17 became
standard in lm production. Figure 17 shows example of mixed spherical and
cylindrical projection in anamorphic lens, with perspective preservation.
Denition 2. Conservation of perspective - lines converging at the optical-axis
vanishing-point remain straight.
Remark. See also perspective picture denition on page 31.
CG image technology did not follow lm industry in that eld. Still based on
Alberti Theorem, computer graphics became incompatible with lm, generating
great costs, when two had to be joined together.26 Which is mostly due to lens
aberration rotoscopy, where geometry correction has to be performed manually
for each frame. Currently in computer-games industry, CG imagery is practically
unable to produce realistic, curvilinear simulation of visual space (VS), or even
simulate anamorphic lens geometry, due to limits of linear perspective and
resource costs of overcoming those issues. Some hybrid solutions for real-time
graphics where proposed,14,15 that combine rasterization with ray-tracing, or
tessellation. Such approach allows for a semi-practical and limited production
of real-time pictures in a non-linear perspective.
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5 Conclusion and future work
Visual sphere perspective model expands possibilities for image creation. Like a
vision of a classical artist is richer and more dynamic than his nal creation, so
should be a model describing image. So much that virtual vision would have to
be reduced to t the medium, with a room for adjustment.
In medieval times people were fascinated with mirror, it depicted reality
as it really is, a task impossible for human hand. But mirror could not reect
the vision of imagination, so much as painting. It did not produce realistic
reection of reality, nor reection of imagination. In art there was a pursuit
involving philosophy and religion to reach some imaginary reection. Only after
Brunelleschi experiment proved that painting created by human hand, with
strict rules of geometry, reected from amirror ts well into reality, artists started
pursuing mathematics of art. Film and photography became a new mirror, but
still not one of imagination. Finally computer graphics became a format capable
to reect one’s vision of imagination, but struggled to be photo-real.
Language of image is ultimately a language of symbols, it works in conjunc-
tion with mind which recreates visual space of the picture. Computer game
image is dierent from one of lm in a sense that rather being a viewing glass
it impersonates point of view of the protagonist, which invokes dierent sym-
bolic measures. Real-time graphics should be capable in incorporating such
visual symbols. One way for achieving this is to change current perspective
model with a bigger one. Proposed change includes use of universal perspective
model which denes simple variables for manipulation of perspective geom-
etry. It also includes production technique for a real-time imagery using that
model. This new solution ts well into current graphics pipeline, replacing
only low-level rasterization processes. Aliasing-free end result is comparable
in quality to 8×MSAA and enables previously impossible visual eects in real-
time graphics. Presented visual sphere model unites all types of perspective
projections under one technical solution, making perspective a uid construct.
Perspective vector-maps can be easily combined and transformed by spherical
interpolation. Picture geometry can now be designed to smoothly adapt to the
visual story, giving new dimension of control over mental perception of image.
Presented concepts and equations may also nd their use in other elds, not
rendering-related. This is a great base as well as complete solution upon which
many new technologies and works can emerge. Some specic use cases still
require additional research, like hidden surface removal and no-parallax point
mapping. Further studies will include research over calibration and simulation
of real optical systems with oating NPP. Also performance tests, comparison to
current solutions should be evaluated by future research. Psychological analysis
of perspective geometry magnitude of inuence on depicted space perception,
performed on a large sample data, could be an interesting eld to study.
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(a) Rectilinear perspective, whereΩ푑 = 140°,푘 = 1, 푙 = 1. Vector map. → (b) Rectilinear perspective, whereΩ푑 = 140°,푘 = 1, 푙 = 1. Rasterized quad.
(c) Equirectangular projection of a whole
sphere, where Ωℎ = 360° and Ω푣 = 180°.
Vector map.
→
(d) Equirectangular projection, where Ωℎ =360° and Ω푣 = 180°. Rasterized quad.
(e) Mustache-type lens distortion, whereΩ푑 = 131°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%,푘1 = −0.6, 푘2 = 0.4. Vector map.
→
(f) Mustache-type lens distortion, whereΩ푑 = 131°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%,푘1 = −0.6, 푘2 = 0.4. Rasterized quad.
(g) Curvilinear sh-eye perspective, whereΩ푑 = 270°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%.
Vector map.
→
(h) Curvilinear sh-eye perspective, whereΩ푑 = 270°, 푘 = 0.32, 푙 = 62%, 푠 = 86%.
Rasterized quad.
(i) Five-screen horizontal array in rectilinear
projection, where single screen Ωℎ,푣 = 60°,푘 = 1 and 푙 = 1, giving a total 5Ωℎ = 300°.
Vector map.
→
(j) Five-screen horizontal array, where single
screen Ωℎ,푣 = 60°, 푘 = 1 and 푙 = 1, giving a
total 5Ωℎ = 300°. Rasterized quad.
Figure 18: Examples of polygon quad rasterization directly from three-
dimensional space to the image, using visual-sphere vector map 퐺, where퐺푠⃗푡 ∈ [0, 1]3 ↤ [−1, 1]3.
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Back-facing?
Skip polygon
No region?
Skip polygon
Once per
polygon,
per frame
Once per
polygon,
per frame
Once per
frame,
per polygon,
per bin-mask
pixel
Figure 19: Vertex rasterization process owchart which starts with 퐴⃗, 퐵⃗, 퐶⃗ trian-
gle points (transformed to camera-space) and produces low-resolution binary
mask (using perspective vector map 퐺) and 4 × 3 rasterization matrix 푅′.
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Once per
fragment
pixel
Figure 20: Fragment rasterization process owchart which starts with rasteriza-
tion matrix 푅′, binary mask of render regions, polygon normal vector 푁⃗, triangle
points 퐴⃗, 퐵⃗, 퐶⃗ and perspective vectormap퐺. For each pixel, aliasing-freemask is
produced and barycentric coordinates 푏⃗ are calculated, then interpolated vertex
data 푓 is passed to fragment shader as output.
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(a) Model of no-parallax point (NPP) calibration rig.
Which measures misalignment of 푚 markers between
northern (푁) and southern hemisphere (푆), as seen
through camera 퐶.
offset
view
position
offset
model
position
N
N
S
S
m
r
(b) Simulation of oating NPP in sh-eye camera. Black
arrows represent position oset of the model for raster-
ization and view position oset for ray-tracing. When
measuring the NPP (sub-gure 21c), camera travel is op-
posite to view position oset.
m1 m4m3m2 m5
m1 m4m3m2 m5
m1 m4m3m2 m5
I.
II.
III.
(c) Example 퐼 presents misalignment of the camera in
all three axes. Example 퐼퐼 presents alignment in X, Y
axis, where peripheral marker pair푚1,푚5 present align-
ment near horizontal AOV, while pairs 푚2, 푚4 are mis-
aligned due to oating NPP. Example 퐼퐼퐼 presents "slit-
scan" composite of variable 푧 position, where all markers
are aligned.
z
1.
2.
3.
(d) Example of a variable camera position 푧 encoded in an
image sequence (1, 2, 3). Element 1 presents alignment
of the peripheral markers, while element 3 presents align-
ment of the side markers, element number 2 presents
position in-between.
Figure 21: Floating no-parallax point rendering and measurement process.
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1 / / Pixel step
2 f l oa t pxs tep ( f l oa t g rad i en t )
3 { return clamp ( g r ad i en t / fwidth ( g r ad i en t ) +0.5 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; }
4
5 / / Binary pixel step
6 bool bpxstep ( f l oa t g rad i en t )
7 { return g rad i en t > −fwidth ( g r ad i en t ) ∗ 0 . 5 ; }
8
9 / / Global delta calculation, can be saved as a texture
10 f l oa t get_map_del ta ( vec3 v i sua l _ sphe r e )
11 {
12 v i sua l _ sphe r e = fwidth ( v i sua l _ sphe r e ) ;
13 / / Reciprocal of perspective map delta
14 return 1 . 0 /max(max( v i sua l _ sphe r e . x , v i sua l _ sphe r e . y ) ,
v i sua l _ sphe r e . z ) ;
15 }
16
17 / / Pixel step with global delta
18 f l oa t gpxs tep ( f l oa t grad ien t , f l oa t map_delta )
19 { return clamp ( g r ad i en t ∗map_delta +0.5 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; }
20
21 / / Binary pixel step with global delta
22 bool gbpxstep ( f l oa t grad ien t , f l oa t map_delta )
23 { return g rad i en t > −0.5/map_delta ; }
Listing 1: Aliasing-free step function in GLSL.
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1 f l oa t dot ( vec3 vec t o r ) { return dot ( vec tor , v e c t o r ) ; }
2
3 / / Once per polygon
4 vec4 ge tMi te rVec to r (mat3 t r i a n g l e )
5 {
6 / / Project polygon onto sphere
7 t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] = normalize ( t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] ) ; / / Vertex A
8 t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] = normalize ( t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] ) ; / / Vertex B
9 t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] = normalize ( t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] ) ; / / Vertex C
10
11 / / Get polygon sides squared
12 vec3 barycen te r = vec3 (
13 dot ( t r i a n g l e [1]− t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] ) ,
14 dot ( t r i a n g l e [2]− t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] ) ,
15 dot ( t r i a n g l e [0]− t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] )
16 ) ;
17 / / Get circumcenter
18 barycen te r ∗= barycen te r . gbr+barycen te r . brg−barycen te r ;
19 / / Get smallest circle vector
20 i f ( ba rycen te r . s <=0.0)
21 barycen te r = 0 . 5∗ ( t r i a n g l e [1]+ t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] ) ;
22 else i f ( ba rycen te r . t <=0.0)
23 barycen te r = 0 . 5∗ ( t r i a n g l e [2]+ t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] ) ;
24 else i f ( ba rycen te r . p<=0.0)
25 barycen te r = 0 . 5∗ ( t r i a n g l e [0]+ t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] ) ;
26 else
27 barycen te r = ( ba rycen te r . s∗ t r i a n g l e [ 0 ]
28 +barycen te r . t ∗ t r i a n g l e [ 1 ]
29 +barycen te r . p∗ t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] )
30 / ( ba rycen te r . s+barycen te r . t+barycen te r . p ) ;
31
32 return vec4 ( normalize ( ba rycen te r ) , l eng th ( ba rycen te r ) ) ;
33 }
Listing 2: Polygon miter mask function in GLSL, where matrix triangle
represents vertices in camera-space.
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1 vec3 normal ( vec3 A, vec3 B)
2 { return normalize ( c r o s s (A, B) ) ; }
3
4 / / Once per polygon
5 mat3 ge tRas t e rMa t r i x (mat3 t r i a n g l e )
6 {
7 return mat3 (
8 normal ( t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] , t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] ) ,
9 normal ( t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] , t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] ) ,
10 normal ( t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] , t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] )
11 ) ;
12 }
13
14 / / Once per fragment pixel
15 f l oa t ge tPo lygonOut l ine ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , mat3 r a s t e r , vec4 miter
)
16 {
17 vec4 masks ;
18 masks . rgb = v i sua l _ sphe r e ∗ r a s t e r ;
19 masks . a = dot ( v i sua l_ sphere , miter . xyz )−miter .w;
20
21 f l oa t ou t l i n e = pxs tep (masks [ 0 ] ) ;
22 for ( int i =1; i <4; i++)
23 ou t l i n e = min ( pxs tep (masks [ i ] ) , ou t l i n e ) ;
24
25 return ou t l i n e ;
26 }
Listing 3: Aliasing-free rasterization function in GLSL. Function pxstep() is
described in listing 1 on page 46.
1 / / Once per region
2 bool getPolygonRegion ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , mat3 r a s t e r )
3 {
4 vec3 masks = v i sua l _ sphe re ∗ r a s t e r ;
5 / / extend outline
6 masks += fwidth (masks ) ∗ 0 . 5 ;
7
8 bool ou t l i n e = masks [ 0 ] >0 . 0 ;
9 for ( int i =1; i <4; i++)
10 ou t l i n e &= masks [ i ] >0 .0 ;
11
12 return ou t l i n e ;
13 }
Listing 4: Binary (jagged) step rasterization function in GLSL. This version
produces aliased result, suitable for low-resolution fragment region evaluation.
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1 f l oa t dot ( vec3 vec t o r ) { return dot ( vec tor , v e c t o r ) ; }
2
3 / / Once per polygon
4 vec3 getHardNormal (mat3 t r i a n g l e )
5 { return c r o s s ( t r i a n g l e [0]− t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] ,
6 t r i a n g l e [2]− t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] ) ; }
7
8 / / Once per fragment pixel
9 vec4 getBarCoord ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , mat3 t r i a n g l e , vec3
hard_normal )
10 {
11 / / Extend onto polygon plane intersection
12 f l oa t depth = dot ( t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] , hard_normal )
13 / dot ( v i sua l_ sphere , hard_normal ) ;
14 v i sua l _ sphe r e ∗= depth ;
15
16 for ( int i =0; i <3; i++)
17 t r i a n g l e [ i ] −= v i sua l _ sphe re ;
18
19 return vec4 ( vec3 (
20 dot ( c r o s s ( t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] , t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] ) , hard_normal ) ,
21 dot ( c r o s s ( t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] , t r i a n g l e [ 2 ] ) , hard_normal ) ,
22 dot ( c r o s s ( t r i a n g l e [ 1 ] , t r i a n g l e [ 0 ] ) , hard_normal )
23 ) / dot ( hard_normal ) , depth ) ;
24 }
Listing 5: Barycentric vector function with hard normal and depth function for
fragment-data interpolation in GLSL.
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1 f l oa t l p x s t e p ( f l oa t s c a l a r )
2 { return 1.0−min ( abs ( s c a l a r ) / fwidth ( s c a l a r ) , 1 . 0 ) ; }
3
4 / / Once per polygon side
5 vec4 ge tL ineVec tor ( vec3 A, vec3 B)
6 {
7 / / Project vertices onto sphere
8 A = normalize (A) ; B = normalize (B) ;
9 vec3 l i n e _ c en t e r = (A+B) ∗ 0 . 5 ;
10 return vec4 ( normalize ( l i n e _ c en t e r ) ,
11 leng th ( l i n e _ c en t e r ) ) ;
12 }
13
14 / / Once per polygon side
15 vec3 normal ( vec3 A, vec3 B)
16 { return normalize ( c r o s s (A, B) ) ; }
17
18 / / Once per line’s pixel
19 f l oa t getLineSegment ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , vec3 normal , vec4 l i n e_ve c
)
20 {
21 / / Great circle
22 f l oa t l i n e = lpx s t e p ( dot ( v i sua l_sphere , normal ) ) ;
23 / / Apply segment mask
24 return l i n e ∗pxs tep ( dot ( v i sua l_sphere , l i n e_ve c . xyz )− l i n e_ve c .w)
;
25 }
Listing 6: Aliasing-free line segment rasterization function in GLSL. Function
pxstep() can be found in listing 1 on page 46.
1 / / Once per line’s pixel
2 bool getAl iasedLineSegment ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , vec3 normal , vec4
l i n e_ve c )
3 {
4 f l oa t g r e a t _ c i r c l e = dot ( v i sua l_sphere , normal ) ;
5 / / Binary line-step operation
6 bool l i n e = fwidth ( g r e a t _ c i r c l e )−abs ( 2 . 0∗ g r e a t _ c i r c l e ) > 0 . 0 ;
7 / / Apply segment mask
8 return l i n e && dot ( v i sua l_sphere , l i n e_ve c . xyz )− l i n e_ve c .w >
0 . 0 ;
9 }
Listing 7: Binary (jagged) line segment rasterization function in GLSL.
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1 f l oa t dot ( vec3 vec t o r ) { return dot ( vec tor , v e c t o r ) ; }
2 f l oa t sq ( f l oa t s c a l a r ) { return s c a l a r ∗ s c a l a r ; }
3 vec3 normal ( vec3 A, vec3 B)
4 { return normalize ( c r o s s (A, B) ) ; }
5
6 / / Once per particle’s pixel
7 f l oa t ge tPa r t i c l eMask ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , vec4 p a r t i c l e )
8 {
9 return pxs tep ( dot ( v i sua l_sphere , p a r t i c l e . xyz )
10 −s q r t (1.0− sq ( p a r t i c l e .w) / dot ( p a r t i c l e . xyz ) ) ) ;
11 }
12
13 / / Once per particle, per frame
14 mat2x3 ge tPa t r i c l eTexCoordMat r i x ( vec4 p a r t i c l e )
15 {
16 vec3 X = normalize ( vec3 ( p a r t i c l e . z , 0 . 0 , −p a r t i c l e . x ) ) ;
17 return mat2x3 (X , normal (X , p a r t i c l e . xyz ) ) ;
18 }
19
20 / / Once per particle’s pixel
21 vec2 ge tPa r t i c l eTexCoord ( vec3 v i sua l_sphere , mat2x3 par t i c l e_mat ,
vec4 p a r t i c l e )
22 { return ( v i sua l _ sphe r e ∗ pa r t i c l e _ma t )∗ l eng th ( p a r t i c l e . xyz ) / p a r t i c l e
.w∗0 . 5+0 . 5 ; }
Listing 8: Particle rasterization function in GLSL. Function pxstep() can be
found in listing 1 on page 46.
1 / / Returns fragment mask occluded by render buer mask
2 f l oa t c l ipFragment ( f l oa t fragMask , f l oa t maskBuffer )
3 { return min ( fragMask , 1.0−maskBuffer ) ; }
4
5 / / Combines current fragment mask with the buer
6 f l oa t combineMaskPass ( f l oa t f r agC l ip , f l oa t maskBuffer )
7 { return f r a gC l i p+maskBuffer ; }
8
9 / / Combines current fragment depth with the buer
10 f l oa t combinePass ( f l oa t f r agC l ip , f l oa t fragDepth , f l oa t
depthBuf fe r )
11 { return f r a gC l i p ∗ f ragDepth+depthBuf fe r ; }
12
13 / / Combines current fragment texture coordinates with the buer
14 vec2 combinePass ( f l oa t f r agC l ip , vec2 fragCoord , vec2 t e xBu f f e r )
15 { return f r a gC l i p ∗ f ragCoord+t e xBu f f e r ; }
16
17 / / Combines current fragment normal with the buer
18 vec3 combinePass ( f l oa t f r agC l ip , vec3 fragNormal , vec3 normBuffer )
19 { return f r a gC l i p ∗ fragNormal+normBuffer ; }
Listing 9: Fragment data occlusion and buer merging, for front-to-back
rasterization, in GLSL.
51
1 / / Convert texture coordinates to screen coordinates
2 vec2 getScreenCoord ( vec2 texCoord , f l oa t aspec tRa t io , int fovType )
3 {
4 / / FOV type:
5 / / 0 - horizontal
6 / / 1 - diagonal
7 / / 2 - vertical
8 / / 3 - horizontal 4x3
9
10 / / Center coordinates
11 vec2 scrCoord = texCoord ∗2 .0 −1 .0 ;
12 / / Correct aspect ratio
13 i f ( fovType==0) / / Horizontal
14 scrCoord . y /= aspec tRa t i o ;
15 else / / Vertical, diagonal, or 4x3
16 {
17 scrCoord . x ∗= aspec tRa t i o ;
18 / / Diagonal or 4x3
19 i f ( fovType == 1) / / Diagonal
20 scrCoord ∗= in v e r s e s q r t ( a spec tRa t i o ∗ a spec tRa t i o +1.0) ;
21 else i f ( fovType == 3) / / 4x3
22 scrCoord /= 4 . 0 / 3 . 0 ;
23 }
24
25 return scrCoord ;
26 }
27
28 / / Convert screen coordinates to texture coordinates
29 vec2 getTextureCoord ( vec2 scrCoord , f l oa t aspec tRa t io , int fovType )
30 {
31 / / FOV type:
32 / / 0 - horizontal
33 / / 1 - diagonal
34 / / 2 - vertical
35 / / 3 - horizontal 4x3
36
37 / / Map aspect ratio to square
38 i f ( fovType==0) / / Horizontal
39 scrCoord . y ∗= aspec tRa t i o ;
40 else / / Vertical, diagonal, or 4x3
41 {
42 scrCoord . x /= aspec tRa t i o ;
43 / / Diagonal or 4x3
44 i f ( fovType == 1) / / Diagonal
45 scrCoord ∗= sq r t ( a spec tRa t i o ∗ a spec tRa t i o +1.0) ;
46 else i f ( fovType == 3) / / 4x3
47 scrCoord ∗= 4 . 0 / 3 . 0 ;
48 }
49
50 / / Map to corner
51 return scrCoord ∗0 . 5+0 . 5 ;
52 }
Listing 10: Texture to screen coordinates transformation with aspect ratio and
FOV conversion, in GLSL.
52
1 void l im i t s ( inout f loa t k , inout f loa t l , inout f loa t s , inout
f loa t fov )
2 {
3 k = clamp (k , −1 .0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
4 l = clamp ( l , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
5 s = clamp ( s , 0 . 8 , 1 . 0 ) ;
6 / / Field of view in degrees
7 f l oa t fov_max = (k>0.0? 1 7 9 . 0 : 1 8 0 . 0 ) / max( abs ( k ) , 0 . 5 ) ;
8 fov = clamp ( fov , 1 . 0 , fov_max ) ;
9 }
Listing 11: Function for range limiting of universal perspective parameters (푘, 푙,푠 and Ω) in GLSL.
53
1 vec2 getViewCoord ( vec2 tex_coord , f l oa t aspect , int f ov_ type )
2 {
3 tex_coord . xy = 2 .0∗ t ex_coord . s t −1 .0 ;
4 switch ( f ov_ type )
5 {
6 default : / / horizontal FOV (type 1)
7 tex_coord . y /= aspec t ;
8 break ;
9 case 2 : / / diagonal FOV (type 2)
10 tex_coord . xy /= leng th ( vec2 ( aspec t , 1 . 0 ) ) ;
11 case 3 : / / vertical FOV (type 3) and type 2 nal step
12 tex_coord . x ∗= aspec t ;
13 break ;
14 case 4 : / / 4x3 horizontal FOV (type 4)
15 tex_coord . xy ∗= vec2 ( 0 . 7 5∗ aspect , 0 . 7 5 ) ;
16 break ;
17 }
18 return t ex_coord ;
19 }
20
21 vec3 getPerspec t iveMap ( vec2 view_coord , f l oa t fov , f l oa t k , f l oa t l
, f l oa t s )
22 {
23 f l oa t halfOmega = rad ians ( fov ∗0 . 5 ) ;
24 f l oa t R = leng th ( vec2 ( view_coord . x , l ∗view_coord . y ) ) ;
25
26 f l oa t t h e t a ;
27 i f ( k>0.0) the t a = atan ( tan ( k∗halfOmega )∗R) /k ;
28 else i f ( k<0.0) the t a = as in ( s in ( k∗halfOmega )∗R) /k ;
29 else t h e t a = halfOmega∗R;
30
31 view_coord . y /= l ∗(1.0− s )+s ;
32 return normalize (
33 vec3 ( view_coord∗ s in ( the t a ) /R , cos ( the t a ) )
34 ) ;
35 }
Listing 12: Visual sphere vector 푣̂ ∈ [−1, 1] function from texture coordinates 푓⃗
in GLSL, for universal-perspective system.
54
1 vec3 ge tRec t i l inea rMap ( vec2 tex_coord , f l oa t aspect , f l oa t fov , int
f ov_ type )
2 {
3 vec3 d i r e c t i o n = vec3 (
4 2 .0∗ tex_coord −1.0 , / / map to range [-1,1]
5 1 . 0 / tan ( 0 . 5∗ rad ians ( fov ) )
6 ) ;
7 switch ( f ov_ type )
8 {
9 default : / / horizontal FOV (type 1)
10 d i r e c t i o n . y /= aspec t ;
11 break ;
12 case 2 : / / diagonal FOV (type 2)
13 d i r e c t i o n . xy /= leng th ( vec2 ( aspec t , 1 . 0 ) ) ;
14 case 3 : / / vertical FOV (type 3) and type 2 nal step
15 d i r e c t i o n . x ∗= aspec t ;
16 break ;
17 }
18
19 return normalize ( d i r e c t i o n ) ;
20 }
Listing 13: Rectilinear perspective visual-sphere vector 푣̂ from texture
coordinates 푓⃗ in GLSL.
1 f l oa t getPanormaAspect ( f l oa t hor i zon ta l _ fov , f l oa t he ight )
2 { return rad ians ( ho r i z on t a l _ f o v ) / he igh t ; }
3
4 vec3 getPanoramaMap ( vec2 tex_coord , f l oa t hor i zon ta l _ fov , f l oa t
he ight )
5 {
6 tex_coord . xy = vec2 ( ho r i zon ta l _ fov , he igh t )
7 ∗ ( tex_coord . s t −0 .5) ;
8
9 return normalize (
10 vec3 (
11 s in ( tex_coord . x ) ,
12 tex_coord . y ,
13 cos ( tex_coord . x )
14 )
15 ) ;
16 }
Listing 14: Curved panorama perspective visual-sphere vector 푣̂ from texture
coordinates 푓⃗ in GLSL.
55
1 vec4 getDomeMap ( vec2 tex_coord , f l oa t compression , f l oa t t i l t ,
f l oa t o f f s e t )
2 {
3 tex_coord . xy = vec2 (
4 2 .0∗ t ex_coord . s −1.0 ,
5 1.0−2.0∗ t ex_coord . t
6 ) ;
7 f l oa t R = leng th ( tex_coord ) ;
8 f l oa t t h e t a = R∗ rad ians ( compression +90.0) ;
9
10 vec4 perspect ive_map = vec4 (
11 tex_coord∗ s in ( the t a ) /R ,
12 cos ( the t a ) ,
13 1.0−R
14 ) . xzyw ;
15 perspect ive_map . a = clamp ( perspect ive_map . a
16 / fwidth ( perspect ive_map . a ) , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
17
18 perspect ive_map . z += o f f s e t ;
19 perspect ive_map . xyz = normalize ( perspect ive_map . xyz ) ;
20
21 t i l t = rad ians ( t i l t ) ;
22 vec2 r o t a t i o n = vec2 ( s in ( t i l t ) , cos ( t i l t ) ) ;
23 perspect ive_map . xyz ∗= mat3 (
24 vec3 ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ,
25 vec3 ( 0 . 0 , r o t a t i o n [ 1 ] , −r o t a t i o n [ 0 ] ) ,
26 vec3 ( 0 . 0 , r o t a t i o n [ 0 ] , r o t a t i o n [ 1 ] )
27 ) ;
28
29 return perspect ive_map ;
30 }
Listing 15: Full dome visual-sphere vector 푣̂ from texture coordinates 푓⃗ in GLSL.
1 vec3 getEquirectangularMap ( vec2 t ex_coord )
2 {
3 tex_coord . x = 2 .0∗ t ex_coord . s −1 .0 ;
4 tex_coord . xy ∗= rad ians ( 1 8 0 . 0 ) ;
5
6 vec2 s ine = s in ( tex_coord ) ;
7 vec2 cos ine = cos ( tex_coord ) ;
8
9 return vec3 ( s ine . x∗ s ine . y , −cos ine . y , cos ine . x∗ s ine . y ) ;
10 }
Listing 16: Equirectangular projection visual-sphere vector 푣̂ from texture
coordinates 푓⃗ in GLSL.
56
1 f l oa t dot ( vec3 vec t o r ) { return dot ( vec tor , v e c t o r ) ; }
2 f l oa t sq ( f l oa t s c a l a r ) { return s c a l a r ∗ s c a l a r ; }
3 f l oa t pxs tep ( f l oa t s c a l a r )
4 { return clamp ( s c a l a r / fwidth ( s c a l a r ) , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; }
5
6 vec4 getMirrorDomeMap ( vec3 mirror_normal , vec3 projector_map , mat3
p r o j e c t o r _ r o t , vec3 pro j e c to r_pos , f l oa t dome_radius , vec3
dome_pos )
7 {
8 vec3 r e f l e c t i o n = r e f l e c t ( projector_map , mirror_normal )∗
p r o j e c t o r _ r o t ;
9 vec3 mir ro r_ sur f a ce = mirror_normal∗ p r o j e c t o r _ r o t ;
10 dome_pos −= mir ro r_ sur f a ce ; / / set current mirror surface as origin
11
12 / / Get reection length to dome intersection
13 f l oa t l eng th = dot ( r e f l e c t i o n . xyz , dome_pos . xyz ) ;
14 leng th += sq r t ( sq ( dome_radius )−dot ( dome_pos . xyz−l eng th∗
r e f l e c t i o n . xyz ) ) ;
15
16 return vec4 (
17 ( l eng th∗ r e f l e c t i o n . xyz−dome_pos . xyz ) / dome_radius ,
18 leng th+leng th ( mi r ro r_ sur f a ce . xyz−p ro j e c t o r _po s . xyz )
19 ) ;
20 }
21
22 vec4 processMirrorDomeMask ( vec2 tex_coord , vec3 dome_pos )
23 {
24 vec4 mirror_dome = texture2D (MirrorDomeMap , tex_coord ) ;
25
26 / / Get mirror-bounds mask
27 f l oa t alpha = texture2D ( MirrorNormalPass , t ex_coord ) . a ;
28 / / Generate reected-dome-bounds mask
29 alpha ∗= pxs tep ( mirror_dome . z ) ; / / half dome clip
30 alpha ∗= pxs tep ( mirror_dome . y+dome_pos . y ) ; / / bottom clip
31
32 / / Get maximum incident length for normalization
33 f l oa t max_incident = 0 . 0 ;
34 for ( int y=0; y<s i z e o f (MirrorDomeMap ) . y ; y++)
35 for ( int x=0; x<s i z e o f (MirrorDomeMap ) . x ; x++)
36 max_incident = max(
37 max_incident ,
38 alpha∗ tex ture2D (MirrorDomeMap ,
39 vec2 ( x , y ) / s i z e o f (MirrorDomeMap ) ) .w
40 ) ;
41
42 / / Combine normalized brightness mask
43 alpha ∗= sq ( mirror_dome .w/ max_incident ) ;
44
45 return vec4 ( mirror_dome . xyz , alpha ) ;
46 }
Listing 17: Mirror-dome visual-sphere vector 푣̂ from mirror normal-pass, as
seen through projector in GLSL.
57
1 f l oa t sq ( f l oa t s c a l a r ) { return s c a l a r ∗ s c a l a r ; }
2
3 vec3 getPro jec t ionMap ( vec2 tex_coord , vec3 view_pos , mat3 view_mat )
4 {
5 vec3 world_pos = texture2D (WorldPosPass , tex_coord ) . xyz ;
6 return normalize ( world_pos−view_pos )∗view_mat ;
7 }
8
9 f l oa t getBr ightnessMask ( vec2 t ex_coord )
10 {
11 f l oa t max_distance = 0 . 0 ;
12 for ( int y=0; y<s i z e o f ( WorldPosPass ) . y ; y++)
13 for ( int x=0; x<s i z e o f ( WorldPosPass ) . x ; x++)
14 max_distance = max(
15 max_distance ,
16 leng th ( texture2D (WorldPosPass ,
17 vec2 ( x , y ) / s i z e o f ( WorldPosPass ) ) . xyz )
18 ) ;
19
20 return sq ( l eng th ( texture2D (WorldPosPass , tex_coord ) . xyz )
21 / max_distance ) ;
22 }
Listing 18: Visual sphere vector 푣̂ function from world-position pass as seen
through projector in GLSL, for projection mapping.
58
1 vec3 getScreenArrayMap ( vec2 tex_coord , int n , f l oa t hor i zon ta l _ fov ,
f l oa t a spec t )
2 {
3 ho r i z on t a l _ f o v = rad ians ( ho r i z on t a l _ f o v ) ;
4 f l oa t index = f l o o r (n∗ t ex_coord . s ) −0.5∗n+0 .5 ;
5 / / Get single screen coordinates
6 vec3 d i r e c t i o n = normalize ( vec3 (
7 2 .0∗ f r a c t (n∗ t ex_coord . s ) −1.0 ,
8 n∗ ( 2 . 0∗ t ex_coord . t −1 .0) / aspec t ,
9 1 . 0 / tan ( ho r i z on t a l _ f o v ∗0 . 5 )
10 ) ) ;
11 / / Rotate each screen individually
12 ho r i z on t a l _ f o v ∗= index ;
13 vec2 r o t a t i o n = vec2 (
14 s in ( ho r i z on t a l _ f o v ) ,
15 cos ( ho r i z on t a l _ f o v )
16 ) ;
17
18 return d i r e c t i o n ∗mat3 (
19 r o t a t i o n [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 , r o t a t i o n [ 0 ] ,
20 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ,
21 −r o t a t i o n [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , r o t a t i o n [ 1 ]
22 ) ;
23 }
Listing 19: Visual sphere vector 푣̂ function from texture coordinates 푓⃗ in GLSL,
for 푛-screen array perspective.
1 vec3 getVRMap ( vec2 tex_coord , f l oa t ipd , f l oa t v e r t i c a l _ f o v , f l oa t
k1 , f l oa t k2 , f l oa t a spec t )
2 {
3 f l oa t index = s ign ( tex_coord . s −0 .5) ;
4 / / Generate perspective coordinates
5 tex_coord . xy = 2 .0∗ vec2 ( f r a c t ( 2 . 0∗ t ex_coord . s ) , t ex_coord . t )
−1.0 ;
6 tex_coord . x = ( tex_coord . x+index ∗ (1 .0 −2.0∗ ipd ) ) ∗0.5∗ a spec t ;
7 / / Apply lens distortion
8 f l oa t R2 = dot ( tex_coord , tex_coord ) ;
9 tex_coord ∗= (1.0+k1∗R2+k2∗R2∗R2) / (1 . 0+ k1+k2 ) ;
10
11 return normalize ( vec3 (
12 tex_coord ,
13 1 . 0 / tan ( rad ians ( v e r t i c a l _ f o v ) ∗0 . 5 )
14 ) ) ;
15 }
Listing 20: VR visual-sphere vector 푣̂ from texture coordinates 푓⃗ in GLSL. The
ipd variable is expressed in screen-width scale.
59
1 vec2 app lyLensDi s to r t i on ( vec2 tex_coord , f l oa t k1 , f l oa t k2 , f l oa t
p1 , f l oa t p2 , f l oa t q1 , f l oa t q2 , f l oa t a spec t )
2 {
3 / / Center coordinates, normalize diagonally
4 tex_coord . xy = 2 .0∗ t ex_coord . s t −1 .0 ;
5 tex_coord /= leng th ( vec2 ( aspec t , 1 . 0 ) ) ;
6 tex_coord . x ∗= aspec t ; / / Correct aspect
7
8 vec2 d i s t o r t _ c oo r d = tex_coord ;
9 f l oa t R2 = dot ( tex_coord , tex_coord ) ;
10 / / Radial distortion
11 d i s t o r t _ c oo r d += tex_coord ∗ ( k1∗R2+k2∗R2∗R2) ;
12 / / Misalignment of lens
13 d i s t o r t _ c oo r d += tex_coord∗dot ( vec2 ( p1 , p2 ) , t ex_coord ) ;
14 / / Prism aberration
15 d i s t o r t _ c oo r d += vec2 ( q1 , q2 )∗R2 ;
16
17 return d i s t o r t _ c oo r d ;
18 }
Listing 21: Lens distortion function for transformation of view coordinates in
GLSL.
60
